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Up Module System - Fun, sturdy, and versatile - 
With or without backrest, straight or curved-
It's "UP" to you.
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The idea behind UP
 was to design a sofa 

system which was pure 
in it’s form and 

expression, but with a 
strong character and 

upholstered volume. The 
combination of soft and 

define should 
create the visual 

expression.

UP is a modular system
where small and large 
modules can be combined to 
smaller or larger sofa 
systems. 
UP is available in both curved 
and straight elements, both 
as sofas and benches. The 
sofa encourages to several 
way of sitting, including 
resting on the back. 

The project started after a request from the Norwegian TV channel, TV2 for a new 
sofa for their popular talk show ‘SENKVELD’. The concept was approved and Fora 
Form was asked to contribute with the development and production. The concept 
has since then been developed further to a complete modular program 
of sofas for waiting areas and informal meeting places.
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Design: KnudsenBergHindenes
Seat in cold cured molded foam with Nozag 
spring. Back consist of a steel frame with cold 
cured foam. Up is not available in leather.

Base in black plastic or lacquered oak.

Dimensions: With Backrest 
1 seat w / back W: 74 cm (29.1") H: 75 cm (29.5") D: 85 cm (33.4") SH: 43 cm (16.9") 
2 seats w / back W: 144 cm (56.7")
3 seats w / back W: 214 cm (84.2")
3 seats w / back curved W: 214 cm (84.2")

Dimensions: Without Backrest
1 seat wo/ back B: 74 cm (29.1")D: 81 cm SH: 46 cm (18.1") 
2 seats wo/ back B: 144 cm (56.7")
3 seats wo/ back B: 214 cm (84.2")
3 seats curved B: 212 cm (83.5")

Info:
UP’s main construction is in plywood with cold cured 
foam and ‘Nozag’-suspension. The back rest is a steel 
frame with molded foam. Feet are delivered in black 
plastic. 

Most textiles are suitable for the UP series, except 
leather. 

17 kg per seat including back rest. 
Shipped assembled 1 unit per carton.

Measurements:
With back rest: H 75, D 85, seat height 43 cm. Without 
back rest: D 81, seat height 43 cm.



UP sofa modules 

1 seater 
without back rest

3 seater 
without back rest

2 seater 
without back rest

2 seater 
with back rest.

1 seater
with back rest.

3 seater 
with back rest.
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3 seater 
with back rest.

3 seater, 
curved without back rest.

3 seater, 
curved with back rest.
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60005 61136

60078 61135 61003

60003 61060 61131

61133 63076

60017 60019 61047

60999 60051 61044

UP - Selected Fabrics
Note: There are dozens of available fabrics, but we have included this as it 
is one of the most popular selections. See expanded fabric choices

by Gabriel

FAME  TM

68148

61134
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63077 64169

63016 64165

63078 64166 65081

64168 64119 65082

64167 64089 64055

61108 64058 66132

61136

67069

67005
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66130 67068

65083 66118 66133

65084 66131 67016

66005 66075 67004

66061 66032 66071

68145 62067

68147 68144 62068

67067 68035 68004

68146

68143
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3 seater 
with back rest.

UP
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